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QUESTION 1

You manage a cloud service that hosts a customer-facing application. The application allows users to upload images
and create collages. The cloud service is running in two medium instances and utilizes Azure Queue storage for image
processing. The storage account is configured to be locally redundant. 

The sales department plans to send a newsletter to potential clients. As a result, you expect a significant increase in
global traffic. 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the following requirements: 

Configure the cloud service to ensure the application is responsive to the traffic increase. 

Minimize hosting and administration costs. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Configure the cloud service to run in two Large instances. 

B. Configure the cloud service to auto-scale to three instances when processor utilization is above 80%. 

C. Configure the storage account to be geo-redundant 

D. Deploy a new cloud service in a separate data center. Use Azure Traffic Manager to load balance traffic between the
cloud services. 

E. Configure the cloud service to auto-scale when the queue exceeds 1000 entries per machine. 

Correct Answer: BE 

An autoscaling solution reduces the amount of manual work involved in dynamically scaling an application. It can do this
in two different ways: either preemptively by setting constraints on the number of role instances based on a timetable, or
reactively by adjusting the number of role instances in response to some counter(s) or measurement(s) that you can
collect from your application or from the Azure environment. 

References: http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-how-to-scale/#autoscale 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You manage an Azure SQL Database. The database has weekly backups that are stored in an Azure Recovery
Services vault. 

You need to maximize the time that previous backup versions are stored. 
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Solution: You configure a retention policy that is set to three years. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B

 

QUESTION 3

Your network environment includes remote employees. 

You need to create a secure connection for the remote employees who require access to your Azure virtual network. 

What should you do? 

A. Deploy Windows Server 2012 RRAS. 

B. Configure a point-to-site VPN. 

C. Configure an ExpressRoute. 

D. Configure a site-to-site VPN. 

Correct Answer: B 

New Point-To-Site Connectivity 

With today\\'s release we\\'ve added an awesome new feature that allows you to setup VPN connections between
individual computers and a Windows Azure virtual network without the need for a VPN device. We call this feature Point-
to-Site VirtualPrivate Networking. This feature greatly simplifies setting up secure connections between Windows Azure
and client machines, whether from your office environment or from remote locations. It is especially useful for
developers who want to connect to a Windows Azure Virtual Network (and to the individual virtual machines within it)
from either behind their corporate firewall or a remote location. Because it is point-to-site they do 

not need their IT staff to perform any activities to enable it, and no VPNhardware needs to be installed or configured.
Instead you can just use the built-in Windows VPN client to tunnel to your Virtual Network in Windows Azure.
References: http://www.ditii.com/windows-azure-sdk-for-ruby-improvements-to-virtual-networks-vms-cloud-
services/61871/ 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP You have an Azure Virtual Network named fabVNet with three subnets named Subnet-1, Subnet-2 and
Subnet-3. You have a virtual machine (VM) named fabVM running in the fabProd service. You need to modify fabVM to
be deployed into Subnet-3. You want to achieve this goal by using the least amount of time and while causing the least
amount of disruption to the existing deployment. What should you do? To answer, drag the appropriate Power Shell
cmdlet to the correct location in the Power Shell command. Each cmdlet may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

Example This example changes the size of the virtual machine "MyVM3", running in "MySvc1", to "Medium". Windows
PowerShell C:\PS>Get-AzureVM -ServiceName "MySvc1" -Name "MyVM3" `| Set-AzureVMSize –InstanceSize
"Medium" `| Update-AzureVM References: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn495230.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

You deploy an Azure web app named contosoApp. ContosoApp is available by using HTTP or HTTPS. 

You need to ensure that a web administrator receives an email notification if the average response time for contosoAPP
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exceeds 50 milliseconds. 

Which two tasks should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Create an HTTPS monitoring endpoint. 

B. Create a metric 

C. Create a rule. 

D. Create an HTTP monitoring endpoint. 

E. Add a multi-factor authentication provider. 

Correct Answer: BC

Metrics for an App or App Service plan can be hooked up to alerts. 

Create an alert rule on a metric with the Azure portal 

1.

 In the portal, locate the resource you are interested in monitoring and select it. 

2.

 Select Alerts (Classic) under the MONITORING section. The text and icon may vary slightly for different resources. If
you do not find Alerts (Classic), you might find them under Alerts or Alert Rules 

3.

 Select the Add metric alert (classic) command and fill in the fields. 

4.

 Name your alert rule, and choose a Description, which also shows in notification emails. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/insights-alerts-portal 
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